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ShortShort-- and intermediateand intermediate--range nuclear forcerange nuclear force
• At rNN>1.2-1.4 fm the NN interaction is mediated by and 2 -

exchange (i.e. Yukawa picture). However when rNN < 1.2 fm (i.e. at 
intermediate and short ranges) two nucleons overlapped and the 
whole picture of interaction is dictated by quark dynamics.



ShortShort-- and intermediateand intermediate--range nuclear force in range nuclear force in 
quark modelsquark models

Here we will focus mainly on the symmetry aspects rather than details of quark 
dynamics.

So, the mixed symmetry 6q-configuration |s4p2[42]x> is strongly dominating 
over the fully symmetric one |s6[6]x> as:

W([42]):W([6])=8:1 (for two non-interacting nucleons) 
• It was proved (Y.Yamauchi, A.Buchmann, A.Faessler; I.T.Obukhovsky, 

O.Kusainov; M.Oka, K.Yazaki and many others) that this dominating mixed-
symmetry configuration is preserved also for any reasonable qq interaction 
model.



The mixed symmetry 
configuration |s4p2[42]x> 
gives, when projecting into
NN channel, a nodal 
projection χNN([42],r) while 
|s6[6]x> gives a nodeless 
projection χNN([42],r).
Thus, in quark model one 
has the nodal relative 
motion NN wf in S- and P-
waves at low energies.

The projection of 6q wavefunctions with different symmetry onto NN channel. Projection 
of total wf (dot-dashed line) and its components  s4p2 (solid line) and s6 (dotted line ) are 
shown at energies Elab=5 (a), 200 (b), 1000 (c), 1500 (d) and 2000 MeV (e). Projection of 
wf onto ∆∆-channel (dashed line) and cc channel (long-dashed line)  are also shown at 
Elab=200 MeV.



“We  show  that  the  highly dominant  configuration is 
|s4p2[42]O [51]FS 〉 due to its specific flavour-spin symmetry. Using 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation we find a strong effective 
repulsion at zero separation between nucleons in both 3S1 and 
1S0 channels. The symmetry structure of the highly dominant 
configuration implies the existence of a node in the S-wave 
relative motion wave function at short distances. The amplitude of 
the oscillation of the wave function at short range will be however 
strongly suppressed.”

“The main outcome is that VNN(R=0) is highly  repulsive in both 
3S1 and 1S0 channels, the height being  0.830 GeV in the former 
case and  1.356 GeV  in  the  latter  one.”
“Thus  it  is the GBE interaction which brings about 1 GeV 

repulsion, consistent with the previous discussion.”



The nucleon-nucleon phase shifts found 
with GBE-and OGE-models for q-q force

OGE qq force

GBE qq force



However, if to add (by hands) an additional scalar force (on qq or 
directly on NN level) one can describe properly the empirical NN
phase shifts. But still the scattering wavefunctions in this model 
will have inner stationary nodes in lowest NN partial waves.
This behaviour is not compatible with traditional repulsive core 
NN potentials. 
So is it possible to describe the nodal behaviout with any 
potential?



Thus, the NN potential corresponding to this situation should be strongly 
attractive one with 0s forbidden state. It is so called Moscow NN potential, 
see e.g.:
V.I.Kukulin, V.M.Krasnopolsky, V.N.Pomerantsev, P.B.Sazonov

– Sov.J. Nucl. Phys. 43, 355 (1986); Phys. Lett. B135, 20 (1984);
V.I.Kukulin,  V.N.Pomerantsev – Progr. Theor. Phys. (1991).
Later on the Moscow model was generalized to all other NN partial waves.



Deuteron wavefunctions in conventional (dashed 
lines) and Moscow (solid lines) NN potential 
models.

The Moscow NN potential described the lowest NN phase shifts not worse (or even 
better) than the conventional OBE-like potentials (Paris, RSC etc.).



NN spin-singlet phase shifts 
for generalized Moscow 
potential in comparison with  
the data of the energy-
dependent phase-shift 
analyses: Nijmegen-PWA93 
(circles) and SAID97 
(triangles).



NN spin-triplet even-parity phase shifts for generalized Moscow potential in comparison 
with  the data of the energy-dependent phase-shift analyses: Nijmegen-PWA93 
(circles) and SAID97 (triangles).



NN spin-triplet odd-parity phase shifts 
for generalized Moscow potential in 
comparison with  the data of the 
energy-dependent phase-shift 
analyses: Nijmegen-PWA93 (circles) 
and SAID97 (triangles).



Thus, in the mid of 80ies we had two alternative ways to describe 
the basic features of NN interaction:

(i) the traditional OBE-like potentials with repulsive core, and
(ii) the nonconventional deep potential with some extra bound 

states.
Now the question arises: what is interrelation between the deep 
(Moscow) and shallow (e.g. Paris) NN potentials?
From the first glance these two models look to be fully different 
and are not related to each other!
However! They turned out very tightly coupled by means of 
supersymmetrical quantum mechanics.



Supersymmetrical quantum mechanics.
Basic references.

• E. Witten, Nucl.Phys.  B188 (1981) 513.
• C.V. Sukumar, J.Phys.  A18 (1985) 2917, 2937.
• A.A. Andrianov, N.V. Borisov, M.I. Ioffe, 

Phys. Lett. 105A (1984) 19.
• L.E. Hendenstein, JETP Lett.  39 (1984) 234.
• J. Fuchs, J. Math. Phys. 27 (1986) 349. 















3S1-3D1 Moscow and SUSY partner potentials









1S0 Moscow and SUSY partner potentials





So, there is a very deep interrelation (based on supersymmetry)
between two (seemingly fully different) NN force models.
What is physical origin for this supersymmetry?

The almost evident reply is the intermediate 6q bag which is
boson. So, in this case two nucleons (fermions), when interacting,
are fusing into a boson (6q) and then the intermediate boson
breaks into two other! nucleons.
However, as was demonstrated above the intermediate 6q bag (if
to choose the qq force to be compatible with all baryonic spectra
(e.g. the Goldstone-boson-exchange model) leads only to purely
repulsive NN potential (i.e. it gives no attraction needed to bind
deuteron and other nuclei)!
So one needs some new alternative model for the intermediate 6q
bag where the bag formation can lead to strong NN attraction at
rNN=1 fm.
This is doing by the dressed dibaryon model proposed in our
group 10 years ago.



1. Yukawa’s picture for nuclear force and its difficulties
2. Hard problems with 2π-exchange and scalar force. 
3. Dibaryon mechanism for scalar field generation in 

Roper  resonance and in NN system.
4. Experimental evidence.
5. New three-body force based on dibaryon mechanism. 

Nonconventional picture for nuclei.  
6. Conclusion.

Dibaryon concept for nuclear force and Dibaryon concept for nuclear force and 
its experimental evidenceits experimental evidence



Yukawa's conception for the nuclear force

The intermediate- and short-range nuclear force should be revised somehow.

The most appropriate, consistent and related to fundamental QCD-picture 
way to make the revision is an introduction of the dibaryon degree of 
freedom in hadronic physics, NN interaction and generally in nuclear 
physics.

Nowadays the traditional model for the NN-interaction and basic nuclear 
force, which has been based on the Yukawa's  idea on the meson-
exchange in t-channel, works very well at  large distances rNN > λπ ~1.4 fm 
but there are some  serious problems and fundamental difficulties at 
intermediate (rNN ~ 1 fm) and especially at short ranges (rNN ~ 0.4 - 0.8 fm).





The average 3He(e,e’pp) cross section as a function of missing 
momentum pm at Ee = 750 MeV (the data of NIKHEF). The theoretical 
predictions without (solid line) and with (dashed line) pair 2N currents 
are based on full Faddeev 3N calculations with three‐nucleon force 
included



The comparison for the 4He(e,e’p)3H cross section between 
experimental data and Laget calculations with PWIA, 
PWIA+FSI PWIA+FSI+MEC. Disagreement is large !













NN potential extracted from  Lattice 
QCD



The  dibaryon  mechanism  for scalar field generation  in Roper  
resonance  and NN system









The phase shifts of NN scattering in low 
partial waves





The σ-content of the nucleon and 
Roper resonance.

L. Kisslinger et al. suggested a hybrid model (within a 
gluonic hadron picture) for the σ-meson  (L.S. 
Kisslinger, J. Gardner and C. Vanderstraeten, Phys. 
Lett. B 410 (1997) 1).

Then  S. Naryson (Nucl. Phys. B 509 (1998) 312) and  
L. Kisslinger (Phys. Lett. B445 (1999) 271) used 
QCD sum rules for glueballs and mixed meson-
glueball hadrons.

As a result it was found:



Basic findings of Kisslinger’s et al work
1. The low-mass scalar glueball can be understood as 

coupled-channel glueball/sigma in the region below 1 
GeV, with σ being a two-pion phenomenon (by the σ
we mean the enhancement  in the π-π I=0, L=0 
amplitude).

2. From analysis of  glueball decays and π-π phase 
shifts one can extract the gluon-sigma coupling 
strength to predict  2π-decay of hybrids.
“It was proposed that the physical origin of the σ
enhancement  is the  light scalar gluonic mode.”

(The strong coupling to 2π-continuum might be a good 
explanation for the absence of light narrow glueball in 
lattice gauge calculation.)



The QCD sum rules consideration for hybrid 
current in nucleon and Roper resonance has 
demonstrated that:

- The nucleon has a very small  hybrid component, 
while for the Roper the purely hybrid current give a 
noticeable  contribution (see e.g . L.S. Kisslinger and 
Z. Li, Phys.Lett. B 445 (1999) 271).  So, they predicted 
a dominating  σ+N decay mode for the Roper.

- The direct experimental data (of H. Clement et al. and 
many others)  suggest  that  the  width of Roper 
resonance  decaying into sigma+N  final states  is  
generally  an order of magnitude  larger than  those of 
other resonances.



Interpretation in terms of the 2hω‐excited 
string.

See  A. Faessler, V.I. Kukulin and M.A.Shikhalev, Ann. Phys. 320
(2005) 71.



The dibaryon model prediction for the two‐pion 
production via σ‐meson at p+n or p+p collisions



ππ Production in Nuclei

• medium effects of the ππ system

• nuclei as isospin filter:
ππ – system

– pp → pp  ππ          I = 0, 1, 2

– pn → d     ππ                         0, 1
– pd → 3He ππ:                        0, 1                                   
– dd → 4He ππ:                        0

} ABC effect

0 0



ABC effect

Inclusive measurements:
pd → 3He X

Abashian et al.        Berkeley

Banaigs et al.          Saclay         

⇒

low‐mass enhancement !

Missing mass  [ GeV/cMissing mass  [ GeV/c22 ]]
.3  .4      .5     .3  .4      .5     →→

|  |      |

Θ = 0.3 deg

pd = 3.14 GeV/c
≅

Tp = 893 MeV

((AAbashian, bashian, BBoth, oth, CCrowe )rowe ) 

NP B67 (1973)1
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First exclusive measurement:    @ CELSIUSFirst exclusive measurement:    @ CELSIUS--WASAWASA

p d p d →→ 33He  He  ππππ @ T@ Tpp = 895 MeV= 895 MeV
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Phys. Lett. B637, 
223 

(2006) 



Conclusions
1. The deficiency of scalar  fields in OBE‐ and constituent  quark  models 

gives a very strong evidence in favour  of  existence of σ‐dressed 
intermediate  dibaryons  in which  the scalar  field is generated in the 
string  deexcitation  process.

2. The similar mechanism  for  the scalar  field generation  is  producing  
a large mass shift of the Roper resonance and  leads  to  dominating 
N+σ channel  in the Roper decay. (This conclusion is  in  a full 
agreement  with QCD sum‐rule solution of Kisslinger et al. and  the 
Clement’s  et al experiments.)

3.  The dibaryon  model  for  nuclear  force  leads to numerous 
implications  for  nuclear  physics – main of them is an appearance  of 
a new non‐nucleonic (i.e. the dressed dibaryon) components  in 
nuclear  wave  functions  with   probability ≥10%.  In turn, these new 
components  leads  to new e.‐m. currents, new powerful  3N  force, 
existence of cumulative processes in hadronic scattering  off nuclei, 
etc.


